Manliness Hanging in the Balance: Expressions of Gendered Behaiour in Classical Greek Literature

1. Introduction
Classical Greek literature was mainly produced by men for a male audience. Recent
research has made a great effort to discern the female voice and women’s reality between the male dominated lines, but what is chiefly reached is the male image of
women and gender in general.1 Literature can be seen as one of the arenas where masculine identity was created and tested. Therefore I argue that the role which women
and female characters often played was the “other” against whom the identity was
mirrored. It seems that it was especially typical for the Greeks to construct their identity through several mutually exclusive and antithetical poles of which the male–
female opposition is just one example.2 In the narrow sense, the assumed audience of
literature consisted of free adult Greek citizen-males, and in respect of them, we can
distinguish different out-groups such as barbarians, slaves, non-citizens, youths and
the aged. My thesis is that in creating a self-image, these out-groups embodied the
idea of the other. Furthermore, I suggest that they also came to represent unwanted
characteristics which were projected on the others and excluded from the self-image
of the Greek men.3

In this paper I will examine the construction of male identity through certain forms of
behaviour that were presented in the literature as gender-bound, and, thus, as corner
stones of being a proper Greek man. My focus will be on two key concepts associated

with masculinity, andreia or “courage” and sophrosunē or “self-restraint”, and how
they were in turn employed to mark a variety of groups supposedly lacking those
qualities as “others”. Furthermore, I will pay attention to how narrow a concept the
ideal male was and how masculinity was defined on a sliding scale so that the man
was in constant danger of falling outside the accepted parameters of behaviour.

2. Andreia or “Manliness”
Perhaps the most important defining characteristic of men in Greek ideology was andreia, “courage”, or more accurately “manliness”. One of the most explicit definitions
of this masculine virtue is offered by Aristotle, who discusses the subject of vices and
virtues in several writings. The philosopher defines andreia as a characteristic in man
which makes him face dangers and ultimately death without fear. However, according
to Aristotle, it is important to be courageous for the right reasons; a brave man endures the right perils and hardships but also duly fears some things. For example, it is
honourable to fear disgrace, and, on the contrary, fearlessness that originates from
ignorance is not true bravery. This kind of courageous manliness also includes stoutheartedness, confidence, endurance and the love of labour.4 The opposite of andreia is
deilia, cowardice, which accordingly means fear in the face of dangers and desire rather to save one’s life than to meet an honourable death. Not surprisingly, Aristotle
denounces this kind of behaviour as unmanly, soft and submissive.5 Courage, again, is
one of the rhetorical tools of a speaker when he is aiming to bring himself out in a
good light. The usefulness of different virtues should be judged according to their
benefits, and in this comparison Aristotle deems courage along with justice as the
most valued qualities.6
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In the archaic epic, contrary to the Aristotelian ideal, fear was no stranger even to the
manliest of men – the heroes trembled and wept facing the dangers, but their true courage was attested by overcoming the fright.7 In the classical literature andreia was still
a concept most appropriate to describe the epic heroes,8 but fear was not an option for
them anymore. In the classical period manliness was, above all, the virtue of citizen
warriors,9 who, as Greek Demaratus explains the Persian king Xerxes, will stand firm
facing the enemy no matter how outnumbered, and who will either win or die fighting.10 The same virtuous valour of those who have fought and died for their country is
also reflected, for example, in the funeral speech of the Athenian leader Pericles.11
However, the philosopher Plato challenges this consensus by proclaiming that a philosopher alone is truly courageous because he loves knowledge instead of bodily
pleasures, and because of this, he is not afraid of death.12 Whether it be a brave soldier
or fearless philosopher, the criteria for manliness remained the same: to meet one’s
destiny without fear.

The very expression for bravery derived from the word aner, denoting a man; and,
thus, it clearly pointed out that courage was seen as a sex-based virtue. Most obviously this excluded all women and practically denied them the possibility of acting in
a truly courageous way, though in some instances the term was also applied to
women. To begin with, Aristotle considers that the virtues of men and women should
be judged separately: a man would appear a coward if he was only as brave as a brave
woman.13 The orator Demosthenes seems to be addressing the subject in a less biased
way when he recalls a story of the daughters of Leo who displayed true courageousness by offering themselves as a sacrifice for their country. However, this only serves
as a background story, the purpose of which was to encourage men to show even
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greater manliness, since it would be dreadful to turn out to be less worthy than
women.14

In Sophocles’ tragedy, Electra, the protagonist is describing to her sister how people
would celebrate them and praise their manly courage if they were to kill Aegisthus,
the usurper and killer of their father.15 However, Electra’s plan to take action was
based on the false presumption that her brother and rightful avenger, Orestes, had
died. As so often in drama, the initiative for women to step forward and cross the
boundaries of their social roles and domestic sphere arises through a failure on men’s
part to act properly and perform their duties.16 This is also the case in Aristophanes’
comedy Ecclesiazusae where men’s inability to perform economically and in politics
drive the women to take over the assembly and the whole city.17 After the successful
coup, Praxagora praises her fellow revolutionaries by calling them “most manly and
true”.18 Here Aristophanes exploits the feminine superlative andreiotatai to create a
comic effect with his seemingly paradoxical use of the word “manly” in connection
with women.

Though it could be established that, occasionally, women also displayed some kind of
courage, it was seen mainly as an exception that proved the general rule of genuine
masculine courage. Thus the virile men could shine even brighter against the faint
background of female bravery. On the other hand, should a man fail to meet the demands of courage, he was readily paralleled with women, and thus seen as an unfit
man.19 However, women were not the only group against whom the identity of Greek
men was mirrored in relation to courage. In the course of the 5th century BCE, as a
result of the Persian Wars, the rather neutral image of foreigners started to evolve into
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a negative stereotype of inferior barbarians. As the barbarians came to play the opposite pole of the Greek male, their image was endowed with antithetical characteristics
to the ideal.20 Thus, cowardice and a general lack of virility were common features
attached to the barbarians. The writer of the Hippocratic treatise, Airs, Waters, Places,
sets out to show how the nations and the people of Europe (namely Greece) and Asia
Minor differ from each other in every respect. He especially emphasises the lack of
manly courage and spirit among the Asiatics, which he explains by the uniformity of
the seasons and the natural abundance of the land that does not toughen people but
makes them soft and feeble. For the opposite reasons, then, Europeans are more courageous. The writer also recognizes the importance of the institutions in creating manliness. Even if a man, brave and stout-hearted by nature is born in Asia, his spirit is
soon broken down by the despotic rule, whereas in Europe, the reign of law produces
these qualities by itself.21 In tragedy, accordingly, barbarians were presented either as
timid cowards or as over-confident hotheads.22

3. Sophrosunē, or “Self-Control”
A close ally of andreia in the Greek imagery was sophrosunē, literally sobriety of
mind, which, for the Greeks, stood for self-control or temperance. It was par excellence, a virtue required of free, autonomous and self-governing men who were able to
control themselves and, thereby, rule the city. Since sophrosunē was a virtue especially linked with political rights, it is easy to see that all who lacked those rights were
seen to lack the required self-restraint. In his survey of virtues, Aristotle defines selfcontrol as the ability to restrain oneself from bodily pleasures and enjoyments, or better yet, not to desire or value those at all, while the opposite quality is licentiousness
or extravagance.23 Temperance was also understood as the reign of reason over the
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emotions and bodily appetites. As Plato defines it, everyone has in them two ruling
principles, the instinctive desire for pleasures, and the acquired opinion which guides
for the best in life. When, through reason, the guidance of opinion proves to be
stronger, it is called self-control, but when the yearning for pleasures is leading irrationally, it is called licentiousness.24 Thus, rationality, as well, is closely associated
with self-control.

Again, two main polarized oppositions emerge as a contrast to the supposed temperance and rationality of Greek men: women and barbarians. Women, especially, were
seen to be ruled by their emotions and bodily appetites, in other words, by their irrational side. As noted above about courageousness, an open display of emotions seems
to have been more accepted for the men in Homeric epic than it was during the Classical period.25 The most severe argument against the harmful effects of poetry that
Plato presents is the emotionality of epic and tragic heroes, which, according to him,
would be considered shameful behaviour. Men take pride in being able to stay calm,
whereas lack of self-control is regarded womanish.26 In drama, the many depictions of
women, prone to sex and inebriation, were a manifestation of the feminine excess and
lack of rational self-restraint.27 This emotionality of women had also attained an institutionalized form in the funeral rituals where it was women’s duty to openly display
grief and mourning.28 The same could also be claimed about different cults with ecstatic or emotional features, which in literature were especially associated with
women.29 Women possessed by gods like Dionysus, Sabazius or Cybele, or women
mourning the death of Adonis, gave more proof to the Greek men of the excessive and
unrestrained female nature. The image was further enhanced by the medical literature
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which explained women’s susceptibility to uncontrolled emotions and divine possession by their physiology.30

The barbarians were also seen to display inadequate self-restraint in comparison to
Greek men. This could be manifested as barbarians’ inclination to sexual pleasures
and luxury or their wildness and bestiality.31 Since self-control was seen as freedom
from desires, the opposite was considered to be a form of slavery. Thus to be subject
to one’s bodily appetites was to act slavishly. As Socrates in Xenophon’s Memorabilia deduced, the incontinent are not free, and to be ruled by bodily pleasures is the
worst kind of slavery.32 In his theory of natural slavery Aristotle combined these two
ideas. According to him, people are divided by nature into rulers and subjects. The
difference between the former and the latter is the exercise of reason. As the male is
by nature superior to the female, so is the (Greek) male superior to (barbarian) slaves,
who should, for their own best interest, submit themselves to be ruled by the rational,
self-governing men.33

Women and slaves were not, however, the only ones that Greek writers found to be in
need of rational supervision. In Politics, Aristotle discerns three classes of rulers and
ruled: the free and slave, the male and female, and the man and (male) child. In all
cases the argument for the domination by the free, adult man is his superior rational
capacity.34 Though male children were to become sovereign men, they were not fully
developed yet. They were seen, without sufficient rational self-control, to give in
easily to the bodily pleasures, though Aristotle stresses that this is not solely a question of age, for immature incontinence is also found among the adults.35 Thus, in
many ways, adolescents were paralleled with women. As if to overcome their femi-
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nine flaws, transvestism was often included in the transitional rites of the youths,36
and also the legendary hero Achilles had to shake off his feminine disguise before he
could become a warrior and gain immortal glory.37 The young men in drama are seen
making fatal misjudgements, not unlike many women. For example, in Euripides’
Bacchants King Pentheus, whose young age is emphasized, fails to recognize the divinity of Dionysus; and in resisting him, he dooms his town. Also Euripides’ young
Hippolytus stubbornly refuses to recognize the power of Aphrodite and is thereby
doomed.

The early years of manhood were seen as immature and undeveloped in terms of
manly virtues, whereas the elderly were seen to be in decline, and equally imperfect.
According to Xenophon, Socrates was fortunate to die in his prime showing great
manliness, and thus escaped the troublesome old age and the inevitable decay.38 In the
Bacchants, besides the young Pentheus, Euripides describes the two old men, King
Cadmus and seer Teiresias, acting foolishly, dressing themselves as maenads and joining the Dionysiac revels.39 Also the emotional gestures in Athenian funerary depictions reveal that the youths and the elders were not expected to restrain themselves in
the same manner as adult men, or, vice versa, the mature men had better control themselves unless they wanted to appear childish, senile, or womanly.40

4. The Difficulty of Being a Man
Since the political rights were tied to the possession of manly virtues, women and
slaves were excluded entirely from the decision-making; and the participation of the
young was restricted, as well.41 But also adult men could be denied their rights should
they fall short of these high standards. Orator Aeschines lists, in his speech, causes
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defined by the lawgiver Solon to forbid someone from addressing the assembly at
Athens. One was failure to perform military service or to flee from battle, in other
words, not to display andreia; another, as an ultimate offence against the selfgoverning, was to prostitute oneself. The latter contradicted with the requirement of
both self-control and autonomy, thus dropping a man to the rank of women.42

As it has become evident above, the male sex alone was not enough to assure the status of a proper man in the classical Greek thought. The young had not yet developed
the acquired qualities, and the elderly had already lost their prime. Foreigners were
altogether denied the appropriate masculinity, and they were paralleled with the
women or labelled as slaves. But also Greek men were in constant risk of falling behind the high standards of masculinity set by andreia and sophrosunē. To act fearful
or to display one’s emotions excessively was to be womanish, childish or senile. Furthermore, to indulge oneself in pleasures was to become slavish.

Not only were most men practically denied the proper masculinity, while the rest were
in constant risk of losing their rank, but women, no matter how manly they acted,
could never climb up to the rank of man. I will offer two examples. The most famous
case of women behaving like men in Greek imagination is the case of the Amazons.
In the outskirts of the known world, they formed a society of fearless female warriors,
self-sufficient without men. Historians emphasize the sharp contrast between their
way of life and that of the Greek women.43 Though worthy opponents even for the
greatest heroes, already in the epic, the praise of the Amazons often served the purpose of underlining the valour and achievements of the Greek male heroes who, one
after another, successfully tested their strength against them.44 In the Classical period,
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the speaker Lysias put the Amazons in their place as mere women even more explicitly. In his Funeral Oration, Lysias describes how the Amazons, considered rather as
men for their stoutness of heart, attempted to invade Athens. However, once they had
to fight against the real men, their spirit after all proved womanish thus matching with
their female nature.45

In addition, the women possessed by Dionysus were often described by masculine
rhetoric, performing masculine deeds. In the Bacchants, the women of Thebes abandon their domestic duties and run to the mountains to celebrate the deity. There they
form the army of Dionysus which, in good order and self-controlled, defeat the men.46
Agave, as the leader of the maenads, also leads a hunt, whose prey she then proudly
carries into the town presenting it to her father like a virtuous son. However, this
manifestation of her bravery47 does not give Agave equality with a man, but instead
makes her a complete failure as a woman: the lion she boasts to have killed with her
bare hands turns out to be her son.48 The disastrous outcome of the events only serves
to reaffirm the established, proper sex-roles.

5. Conclusion
Bravery and self-restraint were the two most important characteristics defining the
proper male behaviour in classical Greek literature. To face one’s destiny without fear
and to master one’s desires depending on reason were the main indicators of masculinity and, respectively, anybody unable to live up to these ideals was seen as a less of
a man. While literature drew a picture of brave, temperate and rational men, the others
were in turn employed to represent the opposite qualities. As I suggested in the beginning, women, slaves and foreigners, as well as youngsters and old men were portrayed
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as a reverse self-image in order to confirm the natural superiority of the free adult
Greek men. Due to their role as an antithetical pole the different groups of others
tended to appear in literature as rather homogenous. Although men who failed to realize the ideals of masculinity were readily labelled as womanish, women could never
reach the status of men despite their acts of bravery. In classical Greece manliness
was truly hard to come by.
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